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Abstract
Dykema and Haagerup introduced the class of DT-operators (Amer. J. Math. 126 (2004)
121–189) and also showed that every DT-operator generate LðF2Þ (J. Funct. Anal. 209 (2004)
332–366), the von Neumann algebra generated by the free group on two generators. In this
paper, we prove that Voiculescu’s non-microstates free entropy dimension is 2 for all
DT-operators.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The class of DT-operators was introduced by Dykema and Haagerup [DH1]. For
nAN let MnðCÞ be the space of n  n-matrices with entries being random variables
over a classical probability space having moments of all orders. Let tn :MnðCÞ-C
be the expectation of the normalized trace onMnðCÞ: Then ðMnðCÞ; tnÞ is a -non-
commutative probability space.
Let m be a compactly supported Borel-measure on C and let c40: Let DnAMnðCÞ
be diagonal matrices with i.i.d diagonal entries all having distribution m: Let
TnAMnðCÞ be strictly upper triangular matrices such that the nðn  1Þ real and
imaginary parts of the entries above the diagonal consists of a family of i.i.d.
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centered Gaussian random variables with variance 1=2n: Deﬁne Zn ¼ Dn þ cTn: Let
Z be an element in a -non-commutative probability space, ðM; tÞ: Z is a DTðm; cÞ-
element if its -moments, tðZe1Ze2?ZekÞ; is determined by the limit
lim
n-N
tnðZe1n Ze2n?Zekn Þ ð1:1Þ
for all kAN and e1;y; ekAf1; g: Limit (1.1) always exists [DH1, Theorem 2.1].
A DTðm; cÞ-operator is a DTðm; cÞ-element constructed in a W -probability space,
and a DT-operator is a DTðm; cÞ-operator for some m and c: Haagerup and Dykema
has shown [DH2] that actually every DT-operator generate a von Neumann algebra
isomorphic to LðF2Þ; the von Neumann algebra generated by the free group on two
generators.
Voiculescu has introduced two kinds of entropy; a microstates free entropy, w; and
a non-microstates free entropy, w; and he conjectures that w ¼ w: Following the
deﬁnition of the microstates free entropy dimension, d; from w we deﬁne the non-
microstates free entropy dimension, d; similarly from w: So if w ¼ w then of course
d ¼ d:
S´niady has shown a formula [S´n] for the microstates free entropy of DT-operators.
In particular, it follows from his results that a DTðd0; 1Þ-operator or upper
triangular operator which is also just the limit in -moments of the Tn0s above, has
microstates free entropy N: This makes it an interesting problem to compute the
free entropy dimension of this operator since N-microstates entropy is the only
chance that the microstates entropy dimension can be less than 2. We prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let m be a compactly supported Borel measure on C; let c40 and let Z
be a DTðm; cÞ-operator. Then
dðZÞ ¼ 2: ð1:2Þ
We also consider dð;BÞ; the non-microstates free entropy dimension with respect
to an algebra, B; and we show that dða1;y; an : BÞ of self-adjoint variables
a1;y; an can only be different from n if the non-microstates free Fischer
information, Fða1;y; an : BÞ; is þN:
2. Review on free Fischer information
The following review on free Fisher information can be read out of Nica et al.
[NSS1,NSS2] and Speicher [Sp2]. Free Fischer information was originally introduced
by Voiculescu [Voi1,Voi5] and further investigated in [Voi6].
In this section we will, unless otherwise stated, let ðA;fÞ be a W -probability
space with f a faithful, normal trace, let 1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra. Also
we let EB :A-B be a conditional expectation such that ðBCA; EBÞ is a
B-probability space compatible to ðA;fÞ in the sense that f ¼ f 3 EB: Let
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L2ðA;fÞ be the Hilbert space completion of A with respect to the norm jjajjf ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
fðaaÞp for aAA:
If X is a subset ofA then L2ðX;fÞ will denote the L2-completion, algðX;XÞjjjjf ;
of the unital -algebra generated by X:
We deﬁne a self-adjoint family, ðaiÞiAICA; to be a family of operators such that
for all iAI there exists jAI such that ai ¼ aj:
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let ðA;fÞ be a W -probability space with f a faithful trace. Let
1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra, and let ðaiÞiAI be a self-adjoint family of
random variables in A: Then a family of vectors ðxiÞiAI from L2ðA;fÞ fulﬁlls the
conjugate relations for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B if
fðxib0ai1b1ai2?ain bnÞ
¼
Xn
m¼1
di;imfðb0ai1?aim1bm1Þfðbmaimþ1bmþ1yain bnÞ ð2:1Þ
for every nX0; b0; b1;y; bnAB and i; i1; i2;yinAI :
A family of vectors ðxiÞiAICL2ðA;fÞ is said to be a conjugate system for a self-
adjoint family of operators, ðaiÞiAICA; with respect to B if it satisﬁes the conjugate
relations (2.1) and if furthermore ðxiÞiAICL2ððaiÞiAI,B;fÞ:
Remark 2.2. (a) The above deﬁnition is to be understood as fðxibÞ ¼ 0 for all iAI :
Since B is unital we thus have fðxiÞ ¼ 0 for all iAI :
(b) If a conjugate system ðxiÞiAI exists then it is unique since (2.1) is a prescription
for taking inner products with monomials of the form b0ai1b1ai2yain bn from
L2ððaiÞiAI,B;fÞ; so the inner product of an element from ðxiÞiAI with an arbitrary
element from L2ððaiÞiAI,B;fÞ is completely determined.
(c) If one can ﬁnd ðxÞiAI that fulﬁlls the conjugate relations, (2.1), for a self-adjoint
family, ðaiÞiAICA; with respect to a unital sub-algebra B of A; then if
P : L2ðA;fÞ-L2ððaiÞiAI,B;fÞ is the Hilbert space projection then ðPxiÞiAI is a
conjugate system for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B:
(d) If ðaiÞni¼1 are all self-adjoint then Voiculescu originally denoted the conjugate
variables of ðaiÞni¼1 with respect to B by
Jðai: B½a1;y; ai1; aiþ1;y; anÞ
for iAf1;y; ng:
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let ðA;fÞ be a W -probability space with f a faithful trace. Let
BCA be a unital W -sub-algebra, and let ðaiÞiAI be a self-adjoint family of random
variables in A: If ðaiÞiAI has a conjugate system, ðxÞiAI ; with respect to B then we
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deﬁne the free Fischer information of ðaiÞiAI with respect to B as
FððaiÞiAI :BÞ ¼
X
iAI
jjxijj2f: ð2:2Þ
If no conjugate system exists for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B we deﬁne FððaiÞiAI :BÞ ¼
þN: If B ¼ C1 then we deﬁne
FððaiÞiAIÞ ¼ FððaiÞiAI :C1Þ;
and we call this the free Fischer information of ðaiÞiAI :
Remark 2.4. (a) If ðxiÞiAI satisﬁes the conjugate relations for a self-adjoint family
ðaiÞiAICA with respect to B and if P : L2ðA;fÞ-L2ððaiÞiAI,B;fÞ is the Hilbert
space projection then by Remark 2.2 (c) we know that ðPxiÞiAI is a conjugate
system for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B and since projections are norm decreasing we
conclude that
FððaiÞiAI :BÞp
X
iAI
jjxijj2f: ð2:3Þ
(b) If rAR is a strictly positive scalar then one easily sees that if ðaiÞiAICA is a
self-adjoint family of random variables with conjugate system ðxiÞiAI then ð1r xiÞiAI is
a conjugate system for ðraiÞiAI and thus
FððraiÞiAI :BÞ ¼
1
r2
FððaiÞiAI : BÞ: ð2:4Þ
(c) The free Fischer information respects inclusion of sub-algebras in the following
sense. If ðA;fÞ is a W -probability space and 1AB1CB2 are to unital W -sub-
algebras then if ðaiÞiAICA is a self-adjoint system then
FððaiÞiAI :B1ÞpFððaiÞiAI :B2Þ ð2:5Þ
because if a conjugate system for ðaiÞiAI exists with respect to B2 then this conjugate
system will also satisfy the conjugate relations for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B1; and
hence (2.5) follows from (2.3) in (a).
The following theorem is a special case of Nica et al. [NSS2, Theorem 4.1].
Concerning cumulants we adopt the tensor-product notation of Speicher [Sp1].
Theorem 2.5 (Nica et al. [NSS2, Theorem 4.1]). Let ðA;fÞ be a W -probability
space where f is a faithful, normal trace and let ðBCA; EBÞ be a B-probability
space compatible to ðA;fÞ: Let ðaiÞiAI be a self-adjoint family of random variables in
A: Then ðxiÞiAI satisfies the conjugate relations for ðaiÞiAI with respect to B if
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and only if
kBnþ1 xi#
B
b0ai1#
B
b1ai2#
B
?#
B
bn1ain
 
¼ dii1fðb0Þ1 for n ¼ 1
0 for na1

ð2:6Þ
for all b0;y; bn1AB and i; i1;yinAI :
Remark 2.6. Consider a non-self-adjoint random variable aAA: Then a conjugate
system for ða; aÞ must have form ðx; xÞ because of the tracial properties of f and
the conjugate relations (2.1). From Theorem 2.5 it is easy to see that xþx
ﬃﬃ
2
p ;xx
i
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 
is
a conjugate system for aþa
ﬃﬃ
2
p ; aa

i
ﬃﬃ
2
p
 
with respect to B so we conclude that
Fða; aÞ ¼ jjxjj2f þ jjxjj2f ¼ fðxxÞ þ fðxxÞ
¼f x
2 þ ðxÞ2 þ xxþ xx
2
 !
þ f x
2 þ ðxÞ2  xx xx
2
 !
¼ xþ x
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p




2
f
þ x x

i
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p




2
f
¼ F a þ a
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ; a  a

i
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
 
:
Combining with (2.4) of Remark 2.4 we have
2Fða; aÞ ¼ FðRa;IaÞ:
3. Non-microstates free entropy dimension
The non-microstates free entropy for several self-adjoint random variables was
originally deﬁned by Voiculescu.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Voiculescu [Voi5, Deﬁnition 7.1]). Let ðaiÞni¼1CA be a collection of
self-adjoint random variables in a W -probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful
normal tracial state, and let 1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra of A: The non-
microstates free entropy of ðaiÞni¼1 with respect to B is then deﬁned as
wða1;y; an : BÞ
¼ 1
2
Z N
0
n
1þ t  F
ða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;yan þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
SnÞ dt þ n
2
logð2peÞ; ð3:1Þ
where S1;y; Sn are standard semicircular elements such that fS1g;y; fSng and
falgððaiÞni¼1,BÞg are free sets.
The following property of w is shown by Voiculescu [Voi5].
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Proposition 3.2 (Voiculescu [Voi5, Proposition 7.2]). Let ðaiÞni¼1;B;A; ðSiÞni¼1 and f
be as in Deﬁnition 3.1. Let C2 ¼ fða21 þ?þ a2nÞ: Then
wða1;y; an :BÞpn
2
logð2pen1C2Þ: ð3:2Þ
Voiculescu [Voi2] deﬁned the microstates free entropy dimension. We consider the
non-microstates free analog.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Let ðaiÞni¼1CA be a collection of self-adjoint random variables in a
W -probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful normal tracial state, and let
1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra of A: The non-microstates free entropy
dimension of ðaiÞni¼1 with respect to B is deﬁned by
dða1;y; an : BÞ ¼ n þ lim sup
e-0
wða1 þ eS1;y; an þ eSn :BÞ
jlog ej ; ð3:3Þ
where S1;y; Sn are standard semicircular variables such that fS1g;y; fSng and
fðaiÞni¼1,Bg are f-free.
An easy upper bound of the non-microstates free entropy dimension follows from
Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 3.4. Let ðaiÞni¼1CA be a collection of not all zero self-adjoint random
variables in a W -probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful normal tracial state,
and let 1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra of A: Let ðSiÞni¼1 be a standard
semicircular family f-free from ðaiÞni¼1: Then
dða1;y; an :BÞpn: ð3:4Þ
Proof. Let C2 ¼ fða21 þ?þ a2nÞ40: Then
fðða1 þ eS1Þ2 þ?þ ðan þ eSnÞ2Þ ¼ C2 þ ne2
so we infer from (3.2) of Proposition 3.2 that
dða1;y; an :BÞ ¼ n þ lim sup
e-0
wða1 þ eS1;y; an þ eSn :BÞ
jlog ej
p n þ lim sup
e-0þ
n
2 logð2pen1ðC2 þ e2nÞÞ
jlog ej
¼ n
since C2 is strictly positive. &
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A lower bound of the non-microstates free entropy dimension can be estimated
from the non-microstates free Fischer information in the following sense.
Proposition 3.5. Let ðaiÞni¼1CA be a collection of self-adjoint random variables in a
W -probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful normal tracial state, and let
1ABCA be a unital W -sub-algebra of A: The non-microstates free entropy
dimension of ðaiÞni¼1 with respect to B is bounded from below by
dða1;y; an :BÞXn  lim sup
t-0þ
ðtFða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞÞ; ð3:5Þ
where S1;y; Sn is a family of standard semicircular random variables such that
fS1g;y; fSng and fB,ðaiÞni¼1g are f-free. If the lim sup on the right-hand side of
(3.5) is convergent then inequality in (3.5) becomes equality.
Proof. We only show the inequality of (3.5). The last statement about equality
follows by trivial modiﬁcations of the argument. Let A;B;f; ðaiÞni¼1 and ðSiÞni¼1 be
as in the proposition. Deﬁne
a :¼ lim sup
t-0þ
ðtFða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞÞ
and let e40: There exists an interval d40 such that
Fða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞpa þ e
t
for all 0otod:
Using Deﬁnition 3.1 carefully implies
wða1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
Sn :BÞ  wða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞ
¼ 1
2
Z d
t
n
1þ s  t  F
ða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
Sn :BÞ ds
þ 1
2
Z N
d
n
1þ s  d
n
1þ s  t ds
¼ 1
2
Z d
t
Fða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
s
p
Sn :BÞ ds
p1
2
Z d
t
a þ e
s
ds ¼ a þ e
2
log
d
t
 
ð3:6Þ
for all 0otominfd; 1g; so
wða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞ
Xwða1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
d
p
Sn :BÞ  a þ e
2
log d a þ e
2
jlog tj:
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From this we deduce that
lim inf
t-0þ
wða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞ
jlog tj X
a þ e
2
and since e was chosen arbitrarily comparing to (3.3) implies that
dða1;y; an :BÞ ¼ n þ 2 lim sup
t-0þ
wða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞ
jlog tj
X n þ 2 lim inf
t-0þ
wða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞ
jlog tj
X n  a
¼ n  lim sup
t-0þ
ðtFða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞÞ: &
We remark that it might be tempting to adopt the right-hand side of (3.5) as the
deﬁnition of the non-microstates free entropy dimension with respect to B:
Voiculescu has shown the following Free Stam inequality.
Proposition 3.6 (Voiculescu [Voi5, Proposition 6.5]). Let ða1i Þni¼1; ða2i Þni¼1CA be a
collection of self-adjoint random variables in a W -probability space ðA;fÞ where f is
a faithful normal tracial state, and let 1AB1;B2CA be a unital W -sub-algebras of
A: If algðða1i Þni¼1;B1Þ and algðða2i Þni¼1;B2Þ are f-free then
Fða11 þ a21;y; a1n þ a2n : W ðB1;B2ÞÞ1
XFða11;y; a1n :B1Þ1 þ Fða21;y; a2n :B2Þ1: ð3:7Þ
Combining the lower bound of d from Propositions 3.4–3.6 we have the following
result which limits the free entropy dimension problem to the case of inﬁnite free
Fischer information.
Corollary 3.7. Let ðaiÞni¼1CA be a collection of self-adjoint random variables in a W -
probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful normal tracial state, and let 1ABCA be
a unital W -sub-algebra of A: Then
Fða1;y; an :BÞoN) dða1;y; an :BÞ ¼ n: ð3:8Þ
Proof. Apply the Free Stam inequality (3.7) on the algebras algððaiÞni¼1;BÞ and
algððSiÞni¼1;CÞ and observe that
lim sup
t-0þ
tFða1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
S1;y; an þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Sn :BÞp lim sup
t-0þ
nt
n
aþ t
¼ 0;
when a ¼ Fða1;y; an :BÞoN: &
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4. v and d for a non-self-adjoint random variable
We translate the results from Section 3 into the context of one non-self-adjoint
variable by considering real and imaginary parts. Let ðA;fÞ be W -probability
space with a normal faithful tracial state, and let aAA be non-self-adjoint random
variable. For the microstates free entropy we have wðaÞ ¼ wðRa;IaÞ [HP,
Proposition 6.5.5] so it seems natural to deﬁne
wða :BÞ :¼ wðRa;Ia :BÞ ð4:1Þ
and thus also
dða : BÞ :¼ dðRa;Ia :BÞ: ð4:2Þ
Using Proposition 3.5, we have the following corollary on non-microstates free
entropy dimension of a single non-self-adjoint variable.
Corollary 4.1. Let aAA be a non-self-adjoint family of random variables in a W -
probability space ðA;fÞ where f is a faithful normal tracial state, and let 1ABCA be
a unital W -sub-algebra of A: Then a lower bound of the non-microstates free entropy
dimension of a with respect to B is
dða :BÞX2 lim sup
t-0þ
ðtFða þ ﬃﬃtp Y ; ða þ ﬃﬃtp YÞ :BÞÞ; ð4:3Þ
where Y is a standard circular random variable -free from a and B: If the lim sup on
the right-hand side of (4.3) is convergent then inequality in (4.3) becomes equality.
Proof. Just use (3.5) of Proposition 3.5 on the self-adjoint variables Ra and Ia and
substitute S1 and S2 with a single circular random variable Y -free from a such that
YþY ﬃﬃ
2
p ¼ S1 and YY i ﬃﬃ2p ¼ S2: Then (3.5) becomes
dða : BÞ ¼ dðRa;Ia :BÞ
X 2 lim sup
t-0þ
ðtFðRða þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2t
p
Y Þ;Iða þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2t
p
Y Þ :BÞ
Now Remark 2.6 implies (4.3). &
5. Properties of DT-operators
In this section, we ﬁrst review some basic properties of DT-operators which can be
read out of Dykema and Haagerup [DH1,DH2]. We then deduce some results
relating several DT-operators and standard circular operators.
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From now on, unless otherwise stated, we let M be a von Neumann algebra
equipped with a faithful, normal, tracial state, t; such that ðM; tÞ is a W -probability
space. We also assume that we are given an injective, unital, normal -
homomorphism l : LN½0; 1-M; such that t 3 lð f Þ ¼ R 10 f ðtÞ dt for fALN½0; 1:
We let D be the picture of LN½0; 1 inM and let ED :M-D be the trace-preserving
conditional expectation onto D: We will identify D and LN½0; 1 and thus consider
elements of D as LN-functions. Assume also that ðXiÞNi¼1CM is a standard
semicircular family of random variables t-free from D: Then ðW ðD,fXigÞÞNi¼1 are
D-free with respect to ED: As in [DH1] (we also adopt the notation of Dykema and
Haagerup [DH1]) we can now construct upper triangular operators, Ti ¼ UTðXi; lÞ
for iAN: If D0 : x/xAD then Ti ¼ UTðXi; lÞ is the norm limit of
T ðiÞn ¼
Xn
j¼1
1 j1
n
;
j
n
 ðD0ÞXi1 j
n
;1
 ðD0Þ ð5:1Þ
as n-N [DH1, Lemma 4.1]. It follows that TiAW ðD,fXigÞ for all iAN so ðTiÞNi¼1
is a D-free family. ðTi; Ti Þ is a centered D-Gaussian pair for all iAN [DH2,
Appendix A] and it follows that ðTi; Ti ÞNi¼1 is a centered D-Gaussian set in the sense
of Speicher [Sp1, Deﬁnition 4.2.3].
Deﬁne for fAD
Lð f Þ : x/
Z x
0
f ðtÞ dt and Lð f Þ : x/
Z 1
x
f ðtÞ dt: ð5:2Þ
From the appendix of [DH2] it follows that the covariances of T are given by
Lemma 5.1 (Dykema and Haagerup [DH2, Appendix]). Let fAD: Then
EDðTifTi Þ ¼ Lð f Þ and EDðTi fTiÞ ¼ Lð f Þ; ð5:3Þ
EDðTifTiÞ ¼ 0 and EDðTi fTi Þ ¼ 0 ð5:4Þ
and ðTiÞNi¼1 is a D--free family with respect to ED:
A DTðm; cÞ-operator, as deﬁned in the introduction, where m is a compactly
supported Borel measure on C and c40; can be realized in the W -probability
space ðM; tÞ:
Theorem 5.2 (Dykema and Haagerup [DH1, Theorem 4.4]). Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ
where X1 and l is as above, and let c40: Let fALN½0; 1 and define D ¼ lð f Þ: Then
D þ cT1 is a DTðm; cÞ-element, where m is the push-forward measure of the Lebesque-
measure by f.
There is a certain freedom in choosing DAD:
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Lemma 5.3 (Dykema and Haagerup [DH1, Lemma 6.2]). Let m be a compactly
supported Borel measure on C: Then there is fALN½0; 1 whose distribution is m and
such that if D ¼ lð f Þ and if T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ is as above, then for any c40 D itself
lies in the W -algebra generated by D þ cT1:
Dykema and Haagerup also showed that surprisingly we have.
Theorem 5.4 (Dykema and Haagerup [DH2, Theorem 2.2]). Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ be
as above. If D0 : x/xAD is the identity then D0AW ðT1Þ:
Summarizing on Theorem 5.2, Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 then a DTðm; cÞ-
element can be constructed as Z :¼ D þ cT1 where the distribution of DAD is m; c40
and T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ: D can furthermore be chosen in such a way that DAW ðZÞ ¼
W ðT1ÞDLðF2Þ:
From [DH1] we know that Ti þ Ti ¼ Xi for all iAN: We will need a relation
between upper triangular operators and standard circular variables, and for this we
will use the following theorem which is a special case of a theorem of Nica et al.
[NSS3]. The theorem as it is stated here is from [S´nSp, Theorem 6].
Theorem 5.5 (Nica et al. [NSS3]). Let ðM; tÞ be a probability space and ðDCM; EDÞ
a D-probability space compatible to ðM; tÞ and let XCM: Then X and D are free in
ðM; tÞ iff for every nX1 and x1;y; xnAX there exists cnðx1;y; xnÞAC such that for
every d1;ydn1AD we have
kDn x1d1#
D
?#
D
xn1dn1#
D
xn
 
¼ cnðx1;y; xnÞtðd1Þ?tðdn1Þ1:
If the above holds, we have
cnðx1;y; xnÞ ¼ kCn ðx1;y; xnÞ:
Lemma 5.6. Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ and T2 ¼ UTðX2; lÞ be upper triangular operators,
and let YAM be a standard circular random variable -free from T1 with respect to t:
Then for a; bX0
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
Y Bdist:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a þ b
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T2 : ð5:5Þ
In particular, T1 þ T2 is a circular element..
Proof. First, we prove that if T3 ¼ UTðX3; lÞ is upper triangular then T3 þ T2 is a
standard circular variable with respect to t: We know that T3 þ T2 is D-Gaussian
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since T2 and T3 are D-free and the kD2 -cumulants are given by
kD2 ðT3 þ T2 Þ#
D
dðT3 þ T2 Þ
 
¼ LðdÞ þ LðdÞ ¼ tðdÞ1;
kD2 ðT3 þ T2 Þ#
D
dðT3 þ T2 Þ
 
¼ LðdÞ þ LðdÞ ¼ tðdÞ1;
kD2 ðT3 þ T2 Þ#
D
dðT3 þ T2 Þ
 
¼ 0;
kD2 ðT3 þ T2 Þ#
D
dðT3 þ T2 Þ
 
¼ 0
for all dAD: We thus see from Theorem 5.5 that actually T3 þ T2 is C-Gaussian with
kC2 -cumulants given by
kC2 ðT3 þ T2 ; ðT3 þ T2 ÞÞ ¼ kC2 ððT2 þ T3 Þ; T2 þ T3 Þ ¼ 1;
kC2 ðT3 þ T2 ; T3 þ T2 Þ ¼ kC2 ððT3 þ T2 Þ; ðT3 þ T2 ÞÞ ¼ 0:
Hence T3 þ T2 is a standard circular random variable. Furthermore, Theorem 5.5
implies that T3 þ T2 is t-free from D: Since also T3 þ T2 is t-free from X1 we
conclude that T3 þ T2 is t-free from W ðX1;DÞ and, in particular, T3 þ T2 is t-free
from T1: Hence ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
ðT3 þ T2 Þ B-distr
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
Y ;
where Y is a standard circular random variable t-free from T1:
Now, we just have to observe that
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3 is also D-Gaussian because of
D-freeness of T1 and T3: Since
kD2 ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3Þ#
D
dð ﬃﬃﬃap T1 þ ﬃﬃﬃbp T3Þ
 
¼ ða þ bÞLðdÞ;
kD2 ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3Þ#
D
dð ﬃﬃﬃap T1 þ ﬃﬃﬃbp T3Þ
 
¼ ða þ bÞLðdÞ;
kD2 ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3Þ#
D
dð ﬃﬃﬃap T1 þ ﬃﬃﬃbp T3Þ
 
¼ 0;
kD2 ð
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3Þ#
D
dð ﬃﬃﬃap T1 þ ﬃﬃﬃbp T3Þ
 
¼ 0;
we conclude that
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T3 B
-dist: ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a þ bp T1: Summarizing, we have showed that
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
Y B-dist:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a þ b
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T2
but this is exactly what the lemma states. &
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The following two lemmas tells us that in the presence of the algebra D we can
‘‘cut out’’ the lower (and upper) triangular part of certain products and linear
combinations of DT-operators.
Lemma 5.7. Let DAD; c40: Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ and T2 ¼ UTðX2; lÞ be upper
triangular operators. Then
½D þ cT1; T2AW ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðT1Þ
jjjjt
:
Proof. Let D0 : x-x be the identity-function in D: By Theorem 5.4, we know that
D0AW ðT1Þ: Deﬁne the projections pðnÞi :¼ 1 i1
n
;
i
n
 ðD0Þ for i ¼ 1;y; n: If we can
show that
lim
n-N
Xn
i;j¼1
ioj
p
ðnÞ
i ð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞpðnÞj  ½D þ cT1; T2




t
¼ 0 ð5:6Þ
then the lemma follows immediately from the fact that D0AW ðT1Þ: From the
construction of T1 in (5.1) we know that
Ti ¼
X
1pipjpn
p
ðnÞ
i Tip
ðnÞ
j ð5:7Þ
for i ¼ 1; 2; since we can just replace Ti in (5.7) by T ðiÞn from (5.1) and take the norm
limit. Thus also
T1T2 ¼
X
1pipkpjpn
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
k T2p
ðnÞ
j
and since p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
k ¼ 0 for i4k and pðnÞk T2pðnÞj ¼ 0 for k4j we have
T1T2 ¼
X
1pipjpn
1pkpn
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
k T2p
ðnÞ
j :
¼
X
1pipjpn
p
ðnÞ
i T1T2p
ðnÞ
j :
For iXj
p
ðnÞ
i T1T2p
ðnÞ
j ¼
Xn
k¼1
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
k T2p
ðnÞ
j ¼
0 i4j;
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
i T2p
ðnÞ
i i ¼ j
(
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because p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
k ¼ 0 for i4k and pðnÞk T2pðnÞj ¼ 0 for jok: For iaj we have
p
ðnÞ
i Dp
ðnÞ
j ¼ 0 since D commutes with the orthogonal projections pðnÞi and pðnÞj ; so
ðD þ cT1ÞT2 
X
1piojpn
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞT2pðnÞj
¼
Xn
i¼1
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞpðnÞi T2pðnÞi ¼
Xn
i;j¼1
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞpðnÞi pðnÞj T2pðnÞj
¼
Xn
i¼1
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞpðnÞi
 ! Xn
j¼1
p
ðnÞ
j T2p
ðnÞ
j
 !
:
Reversing the role of T1 and T2 and subtracting we conclude that
½D þ cT1; T2 
X
1piojpn
p
ðnÞ
i ½D þ cT1; T2pðnÞj ¼ ½D þ cU ðnÞ; V ðnÞ; ð5:8Þ
where U ðnÞ ¼Pni¼1 pðnÞi T1pðnÞi and V ðnÞ ¼Pnj¼1 pðnÞj T2pðnÞj : But jjU ðnÞjj ¼ jjV ðnÞjj ¼ ﬃﬃenp
because jjT1jj ¼ jjT2jj ¼
ﬃﬃ
e
p
[DH1, Corollary 8.11], so
jj½U ðnÞ; V ðnÞjjtpjj½U ðnÞ; V ðnÞjjp2 jjDjj þ
ﬃﬃ
e
pﬃﬃ
n
p
  ﬃﬃ
e
pﬃﬃ
n
p : ð5:9Þ
For ioj; we have
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞT2pðnÞj ¼
Xn
k¼1
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ cT1ÞpðnÞk T2pðnÞj ¼ 0
because D commute with the involved projections and since p
ðnÞ
i T

1p
ðnÞ
k ¼ 0 for iok
and p
ðnÞ
k T

1p
ðnÞ
j ¼ 0 for koj: Reversing the role of ðD þ cT1Þ and T2 ; summing and
subtracting we have
X
1piojpn
p
ðnÞ
i ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 pðnÞj ¼ 0: ð5:10Þ
Hence (5.6) follows from combining (5.8)–(5.10). &
Lemma 5.8. Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ and T2 ¼ UTðX2; lÞ be upper triangular operators
as in the beginning of the section. Let DAD and let a; bARþ be non-zero positive
scalars. Then
T1; T2AW ðD þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T2 ;DÞ:
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Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.7, and let D0 : x-x be the identity-
function in D: We only show that T1AW ðD þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T2 ;DÞ; since the result
for T2 is obtained in a similar way. Deﬁne the projections p
ðnÞ
i :¼ 1 i1
n
;
i
n
 ðD0Þ for
i ¼ 1;y; n: Remember from the proof of Lemma 5.7 that
T1 ¼
X
1pipjpn
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
j
and that
U ðnÞ :¼ T1 
X
1piojpn
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
j ¼
Xn
i¼1
p
ðnÞ
i T1p
ðnÞ
i :
We have jjU ðnÞjjp ﬃﬃe
n
p
and also X
1piojpn
p
ðnÞ
i T

2p
ðnÞ
j ¼ 0: ð5:11Þ
We conclude that
lim
n-N
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 
Xn
i;j¼1
ioj
p
ðnÞ
i ðD þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
b
p
T2 ÞpðnÞj




p lim
n-N
ﬃﬃﬃ
a
p jjU ðnÞjjp lim
n-N
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ae
n
r
¼ 0: &
6. d for a DT-operator with respect to D
Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞ; T2 ¼ UTðX2; lÞ be upper triangular operators as in the
beginning of Section 5. Deﬁne Z ¼ D þ cT1AM where c40 and DAD: By Theorem
5.2, Z is a DTðm; cÞ-operator where m is the distribution of D: Let YAM be a
standard circular operator -free from D and T1 and thus also -free from Z: By
Corollary 4.1, we are to compute
dðZ :DÞ ¼ 2 lim
t-0þ
ðtFðD þ cT1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Y ; ðD þ cT1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
YÞ :DÞÞ; ð6:1Þ
where Y is a standard circular element -free from T1; if the limit exists. By
Lemma 5.6, we know that
T1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
Y B-dist:
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ tp T1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
T2
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so using (2.4) of Remark 2.4 (6.1) becomes
dðZ :DÞ
¼ 2 lim
t-0þ
ðtFðD þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
T2 ; ðD þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
p
T1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
T2 Þ :DÞÞ
¼ 2 lim
t-0þ
F
1ﬃﬃ
t
p D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s
T1 þ T2 ;
1ﬃﬃ
t
p D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s
T1 þ T2
0
@
1
A

:D
0
@
1
A
if the limit on the right-hand side exists. Deﬁne
ðSt; St Þ ¼
1ﬃﬃ
t
p D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s
T1 þ T2 ;
1ﬃﬃ
t
p D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s
T1 þ T2
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A:
Then it easy to see that
ðxt; xt Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
satisﬁes the conjugate relations for ðSt; St Þ with respect to D because ðxt; xt ; St; St Þ is
a (non-centered) D-Gaussian system. For example
kD2 xt#
D
dSt
 
¼ED
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s
T1 þ T2
0
@
1
A
0
@
1
A
¼LðdÞ þ LðdÞ ¼
Z 1
0
dðyÞ dy
 
1 ¼ tðdÞ1
for dAD because T1 and T2 are D-free, and DAD is ED-free from everything [Sp1,
Lemma 3.2.4]. The other kD2 -identities are checked similarly. Furthermore
xt; x

tAL
2ðfSt; St g,D; tÞ because Lemma 5.8 says that actually T1; T2AW ðSt;DÞ:
We thus conclude that
FðSt; St :DÞ ¼ jjxtjj2t þ jjxt jj2t ¼ 2jjxtjj2t
¼ 2 t
c2 þ t tðT

1T1Þ þ 2tðT2T2 Þ
þ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
ðtðEDðT1T2 Þ þ EDðT2T1ÞÞÞ
¼ t
c2 þ t þ 1
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since ED-freeness of T1 and T2 implies that
EDðT1T2 Þ ¼ EDðT2T1Þ ¼ 0:
We have now shown that ðxt; xt Þ is a conjugate system for ðSt; St Þ; so by (6.1)
dðZ :DÞ ¼ 2 lim
t-0þ
t
c2 þ t þ 1
 
¼ 1: &
7. d for a DT-operator with respect to C
Let T1 ¼ UTðX1; lÞAM and T2 ¼ UTðX2; lÞAM be two ED-free upper triangular
operators and let DAD be chosen such that DAW ðD þ cT1Þ: As in the previous
section we deﬁne St ¼ 1ﬃtp D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2þt
t
q
T1 þ T2 ; and xt ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2þt
q
T1 þ T2: Z ¼ D þ cT1 is
a DT-operator and by Lemma 5.3 every DT-operator can be realized in this way.
The goal is to compute dðZÞ :¼ dðZ : CÞ: Inspecting the proof of dðZ : DÞ ¼ 1
from Section 6, we observe that a crucial point in showing that ðxt; xt Þ is a conjugate
system for ðSt; St Þ is the use of the algebra D to ‘‘cut out’’ the upper and lower
triangular parts of St and S

t : Since D cannot be contained in L
2ðfSt; St g; tÞ [Voi6,
Proposition p. 123] the above argument does not apply to compute dðZÞ: By
Remark 2.4 (c) it does however tell us that ðxt; xt Þ satisﬁes the conjugate relations for
ðSt; St Þ with respect to C: Summarizing we have
dðZÞX2 lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St : CÞX2 lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St :DÞ ¼ 1: ð7:1Þ
We would like to compute the Hilbert space projection
P : L2ðfSt; St g,D; tÞ-L2ðfSt; St g; tÞ:
This, however, seems to be very difﬁcult. Instead our strategy will be to estimate the
distance from xt to a suitable subspace of the orthogonal complement of
L2ðfSt; Stg; tÞ in L2ðfSt; St g,D; tÞ as t-0þ: To do this, we ﬁrst produce an
element in the orthogonal complement ðL2ðfSt; St g; tÞÞ>:
Lemma 7.1.
jt :¼ ½xt; St þ ½xt ; St 
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
t
s

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r0@
1
Að½T1; T2 þ ½T1 ; T2 Þ
þ 1ﬃﬃ
t
p D;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
þ 1ﬃﬃ
t
p D;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
ð7:2Þ
belongs to ðL2ðfSt; St g; tÞÞ> in L2ðfSt; St g,D; tÞ:
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Remark 7.2. The above element, jt; is actually just Voiculescu’s liberation gradient of
ðalgðfSt; St gÞ;DÞ [Voi6, Section 5]. Voiculescu shows that the liberation gradient
jðA; BÞ; of two unital algebras A and B in a W -probability space ðM; tÞ measures
how t-free A and B are, in the sense that jðA; BÞ ¼ 0 if and only if A and B are t-free.
The liberation gradient jðA; BÞ satisﬁes
tð jðA; BÞa1b1?anbnÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
ðtða1b1ybk1akÞtðbkakþ1bkþ1yanbnÞ
 tða1b1yak1bk1ÞtðakbkyanbnÞÞ ð7:3Þ
for all a1;y; anAA and b1y; bnAB:
Proof. Since ðxt; xt Þ is a conjugate system for ðSt; St Þ with respect toD it satisﬁes the
conjugate relations (2.1). Using (2.1) it is easy to show by direct computation that
jt :¼ ½xt; St þ ½xt ; St  satisﬁes (7.3), that is,
tð jtSi1t d1ySint dnÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
ðtðSi1t d1ydk1Sikt ÞtðdkSikþ1t dkþ1ySint dnÞ
 tðSi1t d1ySik1t dk1ÞtðSikt dkySint dnÞÞ ð7:4Þ
for all d1;y; dnAD and i1;y; inAf1; g: Restricting (7.4) to the case where d1 ¼
? ¼ dn ¼ 1AD; we infer that
tð jtSi1t ?Sint Þ ¼ 0
for all i1;y; inAf1; g: The inner product of jt with monomials of the form Si1t ?Sint
is thus zero, and since these monomials span a dense linear subspace of
L2ðfSt; St g; tÞ we conclude that jt>L2ðfSt; St g; tÞ: The last equality of (7.2) is
easily checked by direct computation. &
We now use jtAW ðStÞ> from (7.2) to give a new lower bound of dðZÞ:
Lemma 7.3.
lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St :CÞ
p2 dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðT1ÞÞ2:
Proof. Deﬁne S˜t ¼
ﬃﬃ
t
p
St ¼ D þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ tp T1 þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
T2 : We know that
FðSt; St :CÞ ¼ 2jjEW ðS˜tÞðxtÞjj
2
t : ð7:5Þ
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Let AAW ðD þ cT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðD þ cT1Þ and let e40:
Choose polynomials p and q in D þ cT1 and ðD þ cT1Þ such that
jjA  pðD þ cT1; ðD þ cT1ÞÞð½D þ cT1; T2
þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞqðD þ cT1; ðD þ cT1ÞÞjjtoe:
Deﬁne
BðtÞ ¼ pðS˜t; S˜t Þ
ﬃﬃ
t
p
jtqðS˜t; S˜t Þ
¼ pðS˜t; S˜t Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ t
p
 tﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2 þ tp
 
ð½T1; T2 þ ½T1 ; T2 Þ

þ D;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
þ D;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
t
c2 þ t
r
T1 þ T2
 
qðS˜t; S˜t Þ
for tX0; and observe that
Bð0Þ ¼ pðD þ cT1; ðD þ cT1ÞÞð½D þ cT1; T2
þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞqðD þ cT1; ðD þ cT1ÞÞ:
Then jjA  Bð0Þjjtoe and jjBðtÞ  Bð0Þjj-0 for t-0þ: Since by Lemma 7.1
jt
ﬃﬃ
t
p
AW ðS˜t Þ> also BðtÞAW ðS˜t Þ> so
jjEW ðS˜t ÞðAÞjjtpjjEW ðS˜tÞðBðtÞÞjjt þ jjA  BðtÞjjt ¼ 0þ jjA  BðtÞjjt
and thus
lim sup
t-0þ
jjEW ðS˜tÞðAÞjjtp lim sup
t-0þ
jjA  BðtÞjjtoe:
Since e was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that
lim
t-0þ
jjEW ðS˜tÞðAÞjjt ¼ 0 ð7:6Þ
for all AAW ðD þ cT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðD þ cT1Þ: Now deﬁne
a ¼ dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðT1ÞÞ:
Since DAD is chosen such that DAW ðD þ cT1Þ we have W ðT1Þ ¼ W ðD þ cT1Þ
so from (7.6) we conclude that
lim sup
t-0þ
jjEW ðS˜tÞðT2Þjjtpa
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but since jjEW ðS˜tÞjjtp1 and since jjxt  T2jjt-0 for t-0þ we conclude that
lim sup
t-0þ
jjEW ðS˜tÞðxtÞjjtpa: ð7:7Þ
Combining with (7.5) we have
lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St :CÞp2a2: &
Lemma 5.7 can now be used to get rid of the ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 -term in Lemma 7.3.
Proposition 7.4.
lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St :CÞp2 dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2ÞW ðT1ÞÞ2: ð7:8Þ
Proof. It is immediate that
E ¼ W ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðT1Þ
jjjjt
is invariant under multiplication from the left and right with elements from W ðT1Þ:
By Lemma 5.7, we know that ½D þ cT1; T2AE so
W ðT1Þ½D þ cT1; T2W ðT1ÞDE:
We thus have
dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þ½D þ cT1; T2W ðT1ÞÞXdist2ðT2; EÞ
¼ dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þð½D þ cT1; T2 þ ½ðD þ cT1Þ; T2 ÞW ðT1ÞÞ
so the proposition follows from Lemma 7.3. &
Let W ðT1Þ0 be the opposite algebra, that is, W ðT1Þ0 is just W ðT1Þ with
multiplication reversed.
Lemma 7.5. Let ## denote the von Neumann algebra tensor product, and equip
W ðT1Þ with the usual faithful normal tracial state, t; and usual conditional
expectation, ED; given by restriction to W
ðT1Þ: There exists a positive functional,
f : W ðT1Þ ##W ðT1Þ0-C such that
(i) 0pfpt#t0;
(ii) tðT2aT2bÞ ¼ fða#b0Þ for a; bAW ðT1Þ;
where b/b0 : W ðT1Þ-W ðT1Þ0 is the anti-multiplicative isomorphism.
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Proof. For all a; bAW ðT1Þ we have
tðT2aT2bÞ ¼
Z 1
0
Z x
0
EDðaÞðtÞ dt
 
EDðbÞðxÞ dx
¼
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
EDðaÞðtÞEDðbÞðxÞhðt; xÞ dt dx;
where
hðt; xÞ ¼ 1; tpx;
0; t4x

for 0pxp1: hðt; xÞ corresponds to an element HAD ##D0 such that 0pHp1; so
tðT2aT2bÞ ¼ ðt#t0ÞðHðEDðaÞ#ED0ðbÞÞÞ:
Since ED#ED0 is a positive normal operator on W
ðT1Þ ##W ðT1Þ0 we have
f : z/ðt#t0ÞðHðzÞðED#ED0ðzÞÞÞ
is a positive normal functional on W ðT1Þ ##W ðT1Þ0: For zX0; we observe that
fðzÞpðt#t0ÞððED#ED0ÞðzÞÞ ¼ ðt#t0ÞðzÞ
so
0pfpt#t0: &
We want to estimate the distance a ¼ dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þ½D þ cT1; T2W ðT1ÞÞ from
Proposition 7.4. Let f : W ðT1Þ ##W ðT1Þ0-C be the state from Lemma 7.5. We
observe that for a1;y; an; b1;y; bnAW ðT1Þ Lemma 7.5 implies that
jjT2 
Xn
i¼1
aiT2bijj2t
¼ jjT2jj2t  2Rt
Xn
i¼1
T2aiT2bi
 !
þ t
Xn
i;j¼1
bi T

2a

i ajT2bj
 !
¼ fð1#1Þ  2Rf
Xn
i¼1
ai#b
0
i
 !
þ f
Xn
i;j¼1
ai aj#ðbjbi Þ0
 !
¼ f 1#1
Xn
i¼1
ai#b
0
i
 !
1#
Xn
j¼1
aj#b
0
j
 ! !
p 1#1
Xn
i¼1
ai#b
0
i




2
t#t0
:
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We thus have
a ¼ dist2ðT2; W ðT1Þ½D þ cT1; T2W ðT1ÞÞ
¼ inf
nAN
ai ;biAW ðT1Þ
T2 
Xn
i¼1
aiððD þ cT1ÞT2  T2ðD þ cT1ÞÞbi




t
¼ inf
nAN
ai ;biAW ðT1Þ
T2 
Xn
i¼1
ðaiðD þ cT1ÞÞT2bi  aiT2ððD þ cT1ÞbiÞ




t
p inf
nAN
ai ;biAW ðT1Þ
1#1
Xn
i¼1
ðaiðD þ cT1Þ#b0i  ai#b0i ðD þ cT1Þ0Þ




t#t0
¼ inf
nAN
ai ;biAW ðT1Þ
1#1
Xn
i¼1
ðai#b0i Þ
 !
ððD þ cT1Þ#1 1#ðD þ cT1Þ0Þ




t#t0
:
If we can show that kerðRÞ ¼ f0g for R :¼ ðD þ cT1Þ#1 1#ðD þ cT1Þ0 then
deﬁning Qn ¼ fnðRRÞR where
fnðtÞ ¼
0 for 0ptp1
n
;
1
t
for tX
1
n
;
8><
>:
we have QnR ¼ 1½1
n
;NÞðRRÞ so since kerðRRÞ ¼ kerðRÞ ¼ f0g we have jjQnR 
1#1jjt#t0-0: Since each QnAW ðT1Þ ##W ðT1Þ0 can be approximated in the
strong operator topology by operators of the form
Pm
i¼1 ai#b
0
i where aiAW
ðT1Þ
and b0iAW
ðT1Þ0 it follows that a ¼ 0:
Combining this with Theorem 7.4 we have
kerððD þ cT1Þ#1 1#ðD þ cT1Þ0Þ ¼ f0g ) lim sup
t-0þ
FðSt; St :CÞ ¼ 0: ð7:9Þ
By (7.1) this will imply that dðTÞX2: So now the only remaining problem is to show
that kerððD þ cT1Þ#1 1#ðD þ cT1Þ0Þ ¼ f0g; and this will follow from the
following ‘‘eigenspace’’-results.
Lemma 7.6. Let A; BABðHÞ be bounded operators on a Hilbert space, H; such that
kerðBÞ ¼ f0g: Define El ¼ fxAH j Ax ¼ lBxg: If l1;y; lnAC are mutually different,
then the corresponding subspaces El1 ;y; Eln are all linearly independent.
Proof. Let l1;y; lnAC be mutually different complex numbers. We must show thatPn
i¼1 xi ¼ 0 implies x1 ¼? ¼ xn ¼ 0 when xiAEli for all iAf1;y; ng: But
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Pn
i¼1 xi ¼ 0 implies that
Xn
i¼1
Akxi ¼ 0
for all kAf0;y; n  1g: Since xiAEli we have
0 ¼
Xn
i¼1
lki B
kxi:
Multiplying by B an appropriate number of times we obtain
1 1 ? 1
l1 l2 ? ln
^ ^ & ^
ln11 l
n1
2 ? l
n1
n
2
6664
3
7775
Bn1x1
Bn1x2
^
Bn1xn
2
6664
3
7775 ¼ 0:
Since the determinant on the left-hand side is a van der Monde determinant, which is
exactly invertible for l1;y; ln all mutually different, we infer that Bn1x1 ¼
?Bn1xn ¼ 0: Since kerðBÞ ¼ f0g also kerðBn1Þ ¼ f0g so x1 ¼? ¼ xn ¼ 0: Thus
the ‘‘eigenspaces’’ El1 ;y; Eln are linearly independent. &
Lemma 7.7. Let NDBðHÞ be a finite W -algebra represented on a Hilbert space H:
Let A; BAN; and define El ¼ fxAHjAx ¼ lBxg: If kerB ¼ f0g then
Eln-El1 þ?þ Eln1 ¼ f0g; ð7:10Þ
when l1;y; lnAC are mutually different.
Proof. By Lemma 7.6, we know that El1 ;y; Eln are linearly independent for
l1;y; ln mutually different, so we have
Eln-ðEl1 þ?þ Eln1Þ ¼ f0g: ð7:11Þ
Obviously El1 þ?þ Eln1 and Eln are subspaces of H afﬁliated with N; so
Theorem A.2 implies that
Eln-El1 þ?þ Eln1DEln-El1 þ?þ Eln1
¼Eln-ðEl1 þ?þ Eln1Þ ¼ f0g: &
Proposition 7.8. Let A; BABðHÞ be bounded operators on a Hilbert space, H; such
that ker B ¼ f0g and define El ¼ fxAHjAx ¼ lBxg: Assume that A; BAN where N
is a II1-factor with a faithful tracial state, t: Let pl be the projection onto El: If
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l1;y; ln are mutually different, then
t
_n
j¼1
plj
 !
¼
Xn
j¼1
tðplj Þ: ð7:12Þ
Proof. If p; q are two projections in N then it follows from Kaplansky’s formula
that
tðp3qÞ ¼ tðpÞ þ tðqÞ  tðp4qÞ: ð7:13Þ
Deﬁne qk ¼
Wk
i¼1 pj for k ¼ 1;y; n; and put q0 ¼ 0: Then qk ¼ pk3qk1 and by
Lemma 7.7 pk4qk1 ¼ 0 for kX1 since Elk-El1 þ?þ Elk1 ¼ f0g: We thus
conclude from (7.13) that
tðqkÞ ¼ tðpkÞ þ tðqk1Þ
and thus also
tðqnÞ ¼
Xn
j¼1
tðpjÞ: &
Corollary 7.9. Let A; BABðHÞ be bounded operators on a Hilbert space, H; such that
ker B ¼ f0g and define El ¼ fxAHjAx ¼ lBxg: Assume that A; BAN where N is a
II1-factor with a faithful tracial state, t: Let pl be the projection onto El: Then El ¼
f0g except for countably many lAC:
Proof. For any ﬁnite subset FCC Proposition 7.8 implies that
X
lAF
tðplÞ ¼ t
_
lAF
pl
 !
p1;
so X
lAC
tðplÞp1
and thus tðplÞ ¼ 0 for all but countably many lAC: &
Corollary 7.10.
kerððD þ cT1Þ#1 1#ðD þ cT1Þ0Þ ¼ f0g:
Proof. Deﬁne A1 ¼ T1#1 and B1 ¼ 1#T01 : It follows from [DH1, Theorem 8.9]
that kerðB1Þ ¼ kerð1#T01 Þ ¼ f0g so Corollary 7.9 applies. kerðT1#1
1#T01 Þaf0g would imply that kerðT1#1 1#lT01 Þaf0g for any lAT in the unit
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circle of C; since T1 and lT1 have the same -distribution [DH1, Proposition 2.12].
But then Elaf0g for all lAT which is not countable. This contradicts Corollary 7.9
so we must have kerðT1#1 1#T01 Þ ¼ f0g: Next deﬁne A ¼ D#1 1#D0 and
B ¼ T1#1 1#T01 : Then we have just seen that kerðBÞ ¼ f0g; so since ðA; BÞ and
ðA; lBÞ are equally -distributed for any lAT we can use Corollary 7.9 once more to
conclude that kerððD þ cTÞ#1 1#ðD þ cTÞ0Þ ¼ f0g: &
Corollary 7.10 ﬁnishes the proof of dðTÞX2: It follows from Proposition 3.4 used
on the real and imaginary part of T that dðTÞp2 so we conclude that dðTÞ ¼ 2:
Proceeding as in the proof of Corollary 7.10, we have following corollary on the
point spectrum of DT-operators.
Corollary 7.11. Every DT-operator has empty point spectrum.
Proof. Let D þ cT be a DT-operator for DAD and TAUTðX ; cÞ for some
compactly supported complex probability measure, m; and some c40: Let gAC be
ﬁxed. Then ðg1þ DÞ þ cT is again a DT-operator and the -distribution of ðg1þ
DÞ þ cT is completely determined by the distribution of ðg1þ DÞ and c: Since lT
and T are equally -distributed for all lAT we infer that ðg1þ DÞ þ cT and
ðg1þ DÞ þ lcT are equally -distributed for all lAT: By an argument similar to
the one given in Corollary 7.10, we infer that
kerðg1 ðD þ cTÞÞ ¼ kerððg1þ DÞ þ cTÞ ¼ f0g
for all gAC; so spðD þ cTÞ ¼+: &
Appendix A. Afﬁliated subspaces
This appendix is part of an unpublished master thesis [AZ] done in 1985 by
Ainsworth under supervision of Haagerup. The translated title of the thesis is
Unbounded operators affiliated with a finite von Neumann algebra.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let A be a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra represented on a Hilbert
space, H: Let E be a subspace of H: We say that E is affiliated toA if for all A0 in the
commutant, A0; of A; and for all xAE we have A0xAE:
We say that an operator, T ; is afﬁliated with the von Neumann algebra, A
if T for every A0AA0 we have A0DðTÞDDðTÞ and for all xADðTÞ we have
A0Tx ¼ TA0x:
It is an easy exercise to see that closures and intersections of afﬁliated subspaces
are again afﬁliated subspaces.
It is the purpose of this appendix is give a proof of the following theorem.
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Theorem A.2. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra represented on a Hilbert space
H: Let E and F be subspaces of H affiliated with A: Then
E-F ¼ E-F:
The proof relies on the T-theorem.
Theorem A.3 (T-theorem, Skau [Sk, Corollary 2]). Let A be a finite von Neumann
algebra on a Hilbert space H and let xAH: If ZAAx there exists a closed densely
defined operator, T ; affiliated with A such that xADðTÞ and Tx ¼ Z:
Actually we need the following version of the T-theorem for the commutant of a
ﬁnite von Neumann algebra.
Corollary A.4. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H: Then the
T-theorem is valid for the commutant of A; that is for all ZAA0x there exists a closed
densely defined operator, T ; affiliated with A0 such that xADðTÞ and Tx ¼ Z:
Proof. Let x; ZAH such that ZAA0x and let px and pZ be the projections onto Ax
and AZ; respectively. By Kadison and Ringrose [KR, Proposition 9.1.2.] px and pZ
are ﬁnite projections inA0: By Kadison and Ringrose [KR, 6.3.8.] the ﬁniteness of px
and pZ implies that p :¼ px3pZ is a ﬁnite projection inA0: Now x; ZApðHÞ; and since
the commutant of AppðHÞ is the ﬁnite von Neumann algebra pA0p the T-theorem
(for the ﬁnite W -algebra pA0p) says that there exists a closed, densely deﬁned (in
pðHÞ) operator, T ; afﬁliated with pA0p such Tx ¼ Z: Now extend T to a closed
operator which is densely deﬁned in H by deﬁning T ¼ 0 on the orthogonal
complement of pðHÞ: Then T is a closed, densely deﬁned operator afﬁliated withA0
such that xADðTÞ and Tx ¼ Z: &
Lemma A.5. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H: If ðpiÞiAI is
an increasing net of projections in A and if p and q are projections in A such that pisp
and qpp then pi4qsp4q ¼ q:
Proof. By Kaplansky’s formula, we have
q  q4piBq3pi  pi:
Since pipp and qpp we have pi3qpp; so
q  q4piBq3pi  pipp  pi:
ðq4piÞiAI is an increasing net of projections bounded above by p; so ðq4piÞiAI
converges to some projection rpp: For every normal tracial state, t; we now have
tðq  rÞ ¼ lim
i
tðq  q4piÞp lim
i
tðp  piÞ ¼ 0:
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Since a ﬁnite von Neumann algebra has a faithful family of normal tracial states
[Ta, Theorem 2.4.] we infer that q ¼ r; so q4pisq: &
As a ﬁnal step towards proving Theorem A.2, we need the following key result.
Theorem A.6. Let A be a finite von Neumann algebra represented on a Hilbert space
H: Let E be a subspace of H affiliated with A: Then for all xAE and for all d40 there
exists A0AA0 such that A0xAE and jjA0x xjjod:
Proof. The proof has three parts. First, assume that E ¼A0Z for some ZAH: Let
xAE: By Corollary A.4, the T-theorem is true for A0 so there exists a closed
densely deﬁned operator, T ; afﬁliated with A0 such that ZADðTÞ and x ¼ TZ:
Let T ¼ jTjU be the right polar decomposition of T and deﬁne pn ¼ 1½0;nðjTjÞ:
Then pnx-x in norm as n-N: Now
pnx ¼ 1½0;nðjTjÞjTjUZ ¼
Z n
0
l del
 
UZ;
where el is the spectral measure of jTj: Since
R n
0 l delAA
0 and UAA0 we have
pnxAA0Z ¼ E: Now choose n large enough to ensure that jjpnx xjjod: This proves
the theorem in the ﬁrst case.
Secondly, assume that E ¼Pnk¼1A0Zk for some Z1;y; ZnAH: Deﬁne *Z ¼
ðZ1;y; ZnÞAH"n and observe that for A01;y; A0nAA0 we have
A01 ? A
0
n
0 ? 0
^ & ^
0 ? 0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
Z1
^
Zn
0
B@
1
CA ¼
Pn
k¼1 A
0
kZk
0
^
0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
so *x :¼ ðx; 0;y; 0ÞAMnðA0Þ*Z: Identify A with its unital embedding as diagonal
operators in MnðAÞ: With this identiﬁcationA is the commutant of MnðA0Þ; so the
idea is now to use the ﬁrst part of the proof on the subspace MnðA0Þ*Z of H"n and
the von Neumann algebra A represented on H"n with commutant MnðA0Þ: The
ﬁrst part of the proof thus gives us an A0AMnðA0Þ such that jjA0 *x *xjjod; and
A0 *xAMnðA0Þ*Z: If A0 ¼ ðA0ijÞni;i¼1 then of course
A0 *x ¼
A011 ? A
0
1n
^ & ^
A0n1 ? A
0
nn
0
B@
1
CA
x
0
^
0
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ¼
A011x
^
A0n1x
0
B@
1
CA
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so
d24jjA0 *x *xjj24jjA011x xjj2
and furthermore since A0 *xAMnðA0Þ*Z there exists B0 ¼ ðB0ijÞni;j¼1AMnðA0Þ such that
A011x ¼ ðA0 *xÞ1 ¼ ðB0 *ZÞ1 ¼
Xn
k¼1
B01kZkAE
so A011AA
0 satisﬁes the theorem in the second case.
As the third and ﬁnal case assume that E is an arbitrary subspace of H afﬁliated with
A: Deﬁne EJ ¼
P
ZAJ A
0Z for all ﬁnite subsets, J; of E: Then ðEJÞ is a upward ﬁltering
net ordered by inclusion with upper bound E; so if pJ denotes the projection onto the
closure of the subspace EJ and p denotes the projection onto the closure of the
subspace E then ðpJÞ is an increasing net of projections that converges strongly to p:
Let xAE and let q be the projection onto the closure of the subspace A0x: Then
qAA and sinceA0xDE we have qpp so pJ4qsq by Lemma A.5. Choose J a ﬁnite
subset of E such that
jjðpJ4qÞx xjjod
3
: ðA:1Þ
We know that ðpJ4qÞxAA0x so the ﬁrst part of the proof gives us an A0AA0 such
that A0ðpJ4qÞxAA0x and
jjA0ðpJ4qÞx ðpJ4qÞxjjod
3
: ðA:2Þ
Choose B0AA0 such that B0x ¼ A0ðpJ4qÞx: Since
B0x ¼ A0ðpJ4qÞx ¼ ðpJ4qÞA0xDpJðHÞ ¼
X
ZAJ
A0Z
the second part of the proof gives us a C0AA0 such that
jjC0B0x B0xjjod
3
ðA:3Þ
and C0B0xA
P
ZAJ A
0ZDE: Combining (A.1)–(A.3), we have
jjC0B0x xjjpjjC0B0x B0xjj
þ jjA0ðpJ4qÞx ðpJ4qÞxjj þ jjðpJ4qÞx qxjj
od
3
þ d
3
þ d
3
¼ d
so C0B0AA0 proves the theorem in the third case. &
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Proof of Theorem A.2. Let E andF be subspaces of H afﬁliated with the ﬁnite von
Neumann algebra A as stated in the theorem. Let xAE-FCE: By Theorem A.6
there exists an A0AA0 such that jjA0x xjjod
2
for arbitrary d40 and such that
A0xAE and A0xAE-FDF: Applying Theorem A.6 again we obtain a B0AA0 such
that jjB0ðA0xÞ  A0xjjod
2
and such that B0ðA0xÞAF: Since E is afﬁliated with A we
have B0ðA0xÞAE and thus B0A0xAE-F: The inequalities imply that
jjB0A0x xjjpjjB0A0x A0xjj þ jjA0x xjjod
2
þ d
2
¼ d:
Since d40 is arbitrary we conclude that E-FDE-F: Conversely E-FDE-F
which is closed in H so E-FDE-F: &
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